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2130 Partners Expands to the Pacific Northwest 

Executive leadership firm opens regional offices in Greater Seattle 
 

Issaquah, Wash., Dec. 12, 2006 – 2130 Partners, a leadership development firm, today announced the 
opening of a new office in the developing Seattle business community of Issaquah, Washington. Today’s 
announcement marks the addition of a third regional office for the swiftly-growing firm. 

2130 Partners has been conducting executive leadership programs in the region for some time through 
their affiliation with Vistage International (www.vistage.com), the world’s largest CEO membership 
organization, as well as with their own client base operating in the area. The escalating level of activity 
clearly warranted the establishment of a regional office to support those efforts. 

Having been a former resident of the Pacific Northwest, co-founder Dwight Frindt has maintained strong 
community ties in the region, making it the ideal next step for the firm’s expansion.  “We are very excited 
to officially become members of this fascinating community of eager and bold entrepreneurs,” he said.  
“We recognize the vast potential of the business and social entrepreneurship exhibited in the region, and 
find it perfectly matched with our own philosophy of blending the successful generation of profits with the 
generation of social value.” 

The firm’s clients credit 2130 Partners for impressive results for their companies on many levels.  “We set 
out with a specific goal,” said Mike Kiley, president of Chamberlain Group, a financial services firm. “We 
could triple our revenue this year, so from the financial perspective, we’re having fairly dramatic results. 
From the human dimension, we’re adding staff, doing a much better job getting them to understand what 
we’re all about… ” 

Co-founders Dwight and Suzanne Frindt are business veterans with more than sixteen years of 
experience in developing leaders and their companies.  With a solid background in business strategy and 
operations, Dwight has successfully guided owners, CEOs and their executives in a variety of industries. 
Suzanne is a popular speaker on leadership, and was recently drafted by the U.S. State Department as a 
presenter and facilitator for the 2006 Middle East and North Africa (MENA) Businesswomen’s Summit in 
Abu Dhabi (State Department Taps OC Business Leader for MENA Businesswomen’s Summit 2006 –
http://biz.yahoo.com/iw/061026/0177214.html).  Both are investors/activists for the Hunger Project, with 
an overarching focus on the development of women as leaders.  

 
About 2130 Partners 
2130 Partners was founded in 1990, and is headquartered in Orange County, California, with regional 
offices in the Greater New York and Seattle markets.  The firm’s unique approach is anchored in the  
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philosophy of Vision-Focused Leadership™. “VFL” is a proprietary combination of quantitative and 
qualitative methodologies that satisfy the need for “hard facts,” and data, while integrating the “heart and  
soul” of an organization. Using VFL methodologies, 2130 Partners facilitates client’s ability to design 
strategies and actions that evoke individual and collaborative fulfillment of a shared vision. The results 
radically fuel an organization’s financial growth and the personal growth of its members. The firm’s Web 
site also features a blog dedicated to global women’s business issues.  Visit www.2130Partners.com. 
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